
 

 

 

 

Cusco Puno Mystic Spiritual (8-day trip) 

 

Tour Description 

Day one: 

Lima to Cusco 

Reception and transfer to the hotel 

 

Welcome and welcome to transfer them from the airport of the center of the universe, navel of the world 

and Puma city, Cusco to the hotel. Later, talk of the great awakening of spiritual consciousness. It is 

recommended to rest two hours before doing any activity. Thus we will avoid the myths of height to enjoy 

the spiritual pilgrimage. The rest of the day is free to connect with the ancestral energy. 

 

Day two: 

Cusco, Coca Reading and Spiritual Integration 

Half day activity 

 

Very early after breakfast at the hotel, we moved to the great temple of the amaru, snake, life, wisdom and 

transformation for reading the coca leaves from an Andean priest who through the leaves will guide us and 

help to route our being in healing consents to strengthen, expand the new seed of being with ancestral 

knowledge of nature, mother earth and cosmos. After deepening the wisdom in our being. We return to the 

city walking along the ancestral spirit road. And we ended up leaving them at your hotel. 

 

Day Three: 

Cusco, Moray, Deepening Ceremony and Aguas Calientes 

Half day activity 

 

Early after breakfast at the hotel. We moved in a bus on one-hour trip to Moray. Temple of Mother Earth. 

Center of energetic and spiritual deepening from the Matrix, spiritual origin for healing from forgiveness, 

integration, acceptance and liberation of heavy energy through the knowledge and practice of ancestral 

wisdom as reciprocity. After a deep healing from and with Mother Earth through a ceremonial office at the 

hands of an Andean priest. We moved to Ollantaytambo to take a train to Aguas Calientes where we spent 

the night in a hotel. 

 

Day four: 

Aguas Calientes, Machu Picchu, Crystal City, Cusco 

Full day activity 

 



 

 

 

 

Very early we took a bus to go up to the meeting with our father. Sun. A great moment to receive the 7 rays 

of spiritual initiation in the great Machupicchu crystal sanctuary. Temple of great wisdom and knowledge of 

the Serpent, Puma, Condor. Energy center of the great Rainbow and hummingbird as a channel of connection 

with the ancestors. After a deep energetic connection. We walk along the path of the great knowledge of 

Wiracocha with connection to the sacred symbols of deep conscious vibration. After a connection to the 

divine and universal information of the great Inka civilization. We take the bus to Aguas Caliente and in the 

afternoon we return to Ollantaytambo by train from where a bus will take us to the hotel in Cusco. 

 

Day five: 

Cusco, Puno 

Full day activity 

 

After breakfast at the hotel, we went to the bus terminal to take a bus in shared service for a 3-hour trip in 

connection with the masters and spiritual gods until we reach the pass of the Raya at 4338 m. The highest 

point of our trip. A great moment of connection with the earth and water; Pachamama, Lake Titica. After 

crossing the transformation door. In 2 hours more of trip we arrived at the town of Pukara. A very important 

stop to buy food and drinks. After a short break, we headed to Juliaca; Trade Center. After an hour of travel, 

we arrive at the great astronomical mirror. Lake Titicaca, Puno at 3827 m. Once we arrive at the hotel, we 

can enjoy the great folkloric capital of Peru. 

 

Day six: 

Puno, Amaru Muru 

Half day activity 

 

After breakfast at the hotel. We moved on a trip of an hour and a half. Around the great astronomical mirror 

and the ancestral masters of the great Lake Titicaca. Moments and memories activate our energy receptors 

until reaching the village of Juli at 3884 m. Very important moment of our spiritual development in Hayu 

Marca (City of spirits) Wilka uta (Place of the sun) or (Gate of the gods) in Aramu Muru. Encounter with our 

superior being in the inter dimensional door, energetic three-dimensional. After a connection, activation and 

processing of our being with inter stellar dimensions. We return to the city of Puno 

 

Day seven: 

Puno, Uros, Taquile 

Half day activity 

 

After breakfast at the hotel. We moved to the port of Puno to navigate the great mirror of the inner being, 

soul and spirit to reach the island of Uros. Center of great navigators and fishermen since ancestral times. 



 

 

 

 

After enjoying their customs and colorful without equal. We continue sailing among the stars of the great 

cosmos of the complementary nature complementary of the great universe until arriving at the island of 

Taquile. Inhabited by descendants, proud of their great ancestral legacy in their dress and sense of 

community as their ancestors the Quechuas. After a great energy connection. We return to Puno and then 

to the hotel. 

 

Day eight: 

Puno, Juliaca, Lima 

Farewell and transfer from the hotel to the airport 

 

At a specified time and after having enjoyed the great energy of the center of the world, Pachamama, mother 

nature, gods and spiritual divinities. We will transfer you to the airport of Juliaca for your flight to the city of 

Lima with connection to your country of origin. 

 


